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Abstract: Intelligent manufacturing is an evolving system that includes the theories, methods, technologies, and applications involved 
in the entire life cycles of products, manufacturing processes, and services. Considering emerging new technologies, concepts, and 
models in the field of intelligent manufacturing, a system structure needs to be proposed and summarized to guide the implementation 
of intelligent manufacturing. This study constructs a system structure for intelligent manufacturing in China from three dimensions: 
the value, technical, and organization dimensions; comparisons are also drawn with other system architectures related to intelligent 
manufacturing in the United States, Germany, and Japan. The technical dimension reflects that China’s intelligent manufacturing 
should focus on the integration of industrialization and informatization, the value dimension reflects that the main body of China’s 
intelligent manufacturing comprises manufacturing activities, and the organization dimension emphasizes that China’s intelligent 
manufacturing should be people-oriented.
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1  Introduction

With the increasing integration of information technology 
and manufacturing in recent years, intelligent manufacturing is 
rapidly commanding success globally in the present new round 
of the scientific and technological revolution as well as in indus-
trial transformation. To gain a competitive advantage in intelli-
gent manufacturing, several intelligent-manufacturing system 
architectures have been proposed by researchers in the industry 
and academia in different countries. These system architectures 
provide a reference for future strategic planning in intelligent 
manufacturing and guide the global standardization of intelligent 
manufacturing initiatives. Currently, the exploration and analysis 
of the general architecture of intelligent manufacturing in China 
is a critical and urgent task that promotes the national develop-
ment of intelligent manufacturing methods.

2  Basic idea of the general architecture of 
intelligent manufacturing

Intelligent manufacturing is a broad concept comprising 
the entirety of the product, manufacturing, and service life  
cycles [1]. The general architecture of intelligent manufactur-
ing (also known as the intelligent manufacturing system ar-
chitecture or the reference architecture of the intelligent man-
ufacturing system) is a mapping of all the relevant elements 
and relationships between the elements associated with intel-
ligent manufacturing. It provides a conceptual and modular 
understanding of the different activities involved in intelligent  
manufacturing [2].

The design of the general architecture of intelligent man-
ufacturing plays an important role at multiple levels. From a 
microscale perspective, its general architecture can provide a 
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framework for construction, development, integration, and op-
eration in intelligent manufacturing practices. From a mesoscale 
perspective, it provides technical guidance to enterprises for 
implementing intelligent manufacturing. From a macroscale 
perspective, it offers a high-level design model at a national 
scale for planning and driving the intelligent transformation of  
manufacturing [3].

3  Dimensions of the general architecture of 
intelligent manufacturing

In this study, the general architecture of intelligent manu-
facturing is proposed on the basis of three dimensions, namely 
value, technology, and organization (as shown in Fig. 1).

3.1  Technology dimension

The technological evolution dimension focuses on the inte-
gration of informatization and industrialization. In this dimen-
sion, intelligent manufacturing can be categorized into three 
paradigms: digital manufacturing, smart manufacturing, and 
new-generation intelligent manufacturing (as shown in Fig. 2). 
These three paradigms are interrelated and the technological 
evolution occurs iteratively from one step to the next.

Digital manufacturing is the foundation of intelligent man-
ufacturing. It is a key component in all three paradigms and 
keeps evolving and developing over time. Smart manufacturing 
elevates digital manufacturing to the next level and aims to 
optimize the value chain by promoting industrial “Internet + 
manufacturing” practices in the relevant industry sectors. New- 
generation intelligent manufacturing is proposed based on these 
first two paradigms, in which the manufacturing process is  

endowed with true intelligence by integrating advanced manu-
facturing technologies with artificial intelligence.

3.1.1  Digital manufacturing
Digital manufacturing, as shown in Fig. 2(a), is an integrated 

approach that combines digital and manufacturing technolo-
gies. This approach emerged after digital technologies became 
popular and were widely used in different applications. Digital 
manufacturing can enable digital design, simulation, and com-
puter-integrated manufacturing processes, thereby realizing the 
integration and collaboration of production and management in 
an enterprise. By integrating the computer systems with the pro-
duction systems in a factory, digital manufacturing can improve 
product design, manufacturing quality, and labor productivity, as 
well as shorten product-development life cycles, reduce costs, 
and improve energy efficiency.

Digital manufacturing exhibits the following characteristics:
(1) Digital manufacturing enables the digital expression of 

different subjects in the manufacturing process. Specifically, 
this includes the digitization of the product and technology; the 
manufacturing equipment or facility; relevant objects including 
materials, components, processed parts, and molds, fixtures, or 
tools; and human labor.

(2) Exchanging and interconnection of data. This involves the 
establishment of networked communication systems, the stan-
dardization of heterogeneous data formats from different sourc-
es, and the standardization of the specific meanings for the terms 
used in the data.

(3) Integration of information. Production and operation data 
are integrated with an information management system to use 
these data for realizing a collaborative and visual management 
of the different aspects of the entire manufacturing process.

Technology
dimension

Organization
dimension

New-generation intelligent
manufacturing

Smart manufacturing

Digital manufacturing

Value
dimension

Product Production Service

System of systems
Intelligent system

Intelligent unit

Fig. 1. General architecture of intelligent manufacturing.
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3.1.2  Smart manufacturing
The smart manufacturing scheme shown in Fig. 2(b) is es-

tablished on the basis of digital manufacturing. With the wide 
application of network technologies, information can now be ex-
changed between enterprises, including both the production and 
demand sides. This allows for the integration of supply–demand 
information between enterprises and customers, and enables a 
better synergy between the upstream and downstream supply 
chains of enterprises. Ultimately, such practices change the busi-
ness models of corporations, optimize the entire industrial chain, 
and provide the quick, high-quality, and low-cost products and 
services needed by the market.

Smart manufacturing exhibits the following characteristics:
(1) Smart manufacturing enables thorough communication 

with the customer. This allows the enterprise to develop a better 
understanding of customer requirements and therefore go from a 
product-centered to a customer-centered operation mode.

(2) Smart manufacturing helps realize a synergy between dif-
ferent enterprises in the entire industry chain. Specifically, this 
includes the synergy of data, resources, and workflow between 
different enterprises. Such synergy can optimize the allocation 
of social resources.

(3) Smart manufacturing helps extend the production chain 
of the enterprise to cover not only products but also services. By 
combining long-range operation and maintenance modes, the 
enterprise can now provide customers with more value-added 
services, which helps the company transform from a produc-
tion-oriented business to a production service-oriented business.

3.1.3  New-generation intelligent manufacturing
The new-generation intelligent manufacturing scheme shown 

in Fig. 2(c) is developed recently as a result of the integration 
of artificial intelligence and manufacturing technologies. The 
breakthroughs in new-generation intelligent manufacturing 
technologies have spawned many intelligent applications, such 
as multimedia intelligence, cross-media intelligence, group in-
telligence, human–machine hybrid enhancement intelligence, 
big data intelligence, and autonomous intelligent systems. These 
fields provide new horizons for development in the manufactur-

ing industry [4].
New-generation intelligent manufacturing can enable auto-

mated manufacturing/services based on manufacturing knowl-
edge. By implementing deep learning, migration learning, and 
enhanced learning technologies, manufacturing data and infor-
mation can now be “automatically” converted to knowledge. In 
other words, the manufacturing industry is endowed with the 
capability to “learn,” which will bring revolutionary changes to 
the efficiency of the generation, accumulation, application, and 
inheritance of manufacturing knowledge. Such practices will 
unleash the potential of human intelligence in the manufactur-
ing industry and significantly improve innovation and service 
capabilities. With this transformation in the generation of manu-
facturing knowledge, new-generation intelligent manufacturing 
will become a new model and eventually a true intelligent-man-
ufacturing technique with the integration of artificial intelligence 
technology.

3.2  Value dimension

The value dimension is a manufacturing-oriented value-re-
alization dimension. Intelligent manufacturing is primarily 
composed of intelligent products, intelligent production, and 
intelligent services. Specifically, intelligent products, intelligent 
production, and the intelligent service-oriented transformation of 
industry modes are the main subject, activity, and theme in intel-
ligent manufacturing. The value realization of intelligent manu-
facturing is primarily reflected in three aspects, namely products, 
production, and services, as shown in Fig. 3.

(1) Intelligent products: Intelligent products include both the 
equipment used for intelligent production as well as the various 
output products. Owing to intelligent manufacturing technology, 
these products exhibit improved functionality and better per-
formance, which grants them greater added value and stronger 
competitiveness in the market.

(2) Intelligent production: Intelligent production covers dif-
ferent aspects associated with the manufacturing process, such 
as the design, manufacturing, and management of the product. 
The integration of manufacturing and information technologies 

Digital
manufacturing Smart manufacturing

Digital manufacturing

New-generation
intelligent manufacturing

Smart manufacturing

Digital manufacturing

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2. Schematic diagram showing a breakdown of the general architecture of intelligent manufacturing in the technology dimension.
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can provide an overall enhancement to the level of design, pro-
duction, and management of products. These merits can also 
significantly improve labor productivity.

(3) Intelligent services: Intelligent services include a variety 
of customer-centered services throughout the life cycle of the 
product. The intelligentization of product services will greatly 
promote the development of different production methods, such 
as personalized customization, extending the development of 
service-oriented manufacturing and producer services industries 
and causing a profound transformation to the production modes 
and characteristics of the manufacturing industry.

In addition, system integration is the key for the value reali-
zation of intelligent manufacturing. The core of integration is to 
resolve the interconnections and interoperability issues between 
the different systems and consequently upgrade from local to 
global optimizations. Ultimately, system integration can improve 
the eco-efficiency of the entire manufacturing industry associat-
ed with equipment, production, services, market, and manage-
ment.

3.3  Organization dimension

This is a people-oriented organized system dimension. Intel-
ligent manufacturing is a broad system that exhibits an unprece-
dented characteristic of “large-scale integration” of systems both 
internally and externally. From the organization dimensions per-
spective, intelligent manufacturing is primarily reflected in three 
layers, namely intelligent unit, intelligent system, and system of 
systems (as shown in Fig. 4).

(1) Intelligent units: The intelligent unit is the smallest unit 

that can realize the function of intelligent manufacturing, such 
as a single component or a product. Using a combination of 
hardware and software, intelligent units can be integrated to re-
alize a closed data loop of sensing–analysis–decision making– 
execution.

(2) Intelligent systems: Intelligent system refers to the inte-
gration of multiple intelligent units that can achieve automatic 
data flow within a larger and broader scope. This approach can 
increase the breadth, precision, and depth of allocation of man-
ufacturing resources in multiple forms, such as manufacturing 
equipment, production units, production lines, workshops, and 
enterprises.

(3) System of systems: The system of systems is the carefully 
arranged integration of multiple intelligent systems established 
through the industrial Internet and intelligent cloud platforms. 
The system of systems enables horizontal, vertical, and end-to-
end integrations across different systems and platforms, which 
contribute to developing an open, collaborative, and shared in-
dustrial ecosystem. A significant aspect of the system of systems 
is the “large-scale integration” within the manufacturing system 
itself. Specifically, the facilities and systems in the equipment 
layer, field layer, control layer, management layer, and enterprise 
layer of an enterprise are integrated. This is known as verti-
cal integration. Another aspect in the system of systems is the 
integration, sharing, collaboration, and optimization between 
different enterprises, which are made possible through industrial 
intelligent networks and intelligent cloud platforms. This “large-
scale integration” outside the manufacturing system is known 
as horizontal integration. In addition, the in-depth integration of 
manufacturing and financial industries as well as the upstream 

Product Production Service
(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 3. Schematic diagram showing a breakdown of the general architecture of intelligent manufacturing in the value dimension.

Intelligent unit Intelligent unit
Intelligent system

Intelligent unit
Intelligent system

System of systems
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Fig. 4. Schematic diagram showing a breakdown of the general architecture of intelligent manufacturing in the organization dimension.
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and downstream industries have shaped a new industry scenario 
featuring the joint development of service-oriented manufactur-
ing and producer services industries.

4  Comparative analysis of the general 
architecture of intelligent manufacturing

During the development of intelligent manufacturing in re-
cent years, many technical system architectures were proposed 
by research institutes from different countries [5]. For example, 
the Industrial Internet Consortium in the United States published 
“The Industrial Internet Reference Architecture (IIRA)”; the 
DKE German Commission for Electrical, Electronic & Informa-
tion Technologies of the DIN and VDE issued the “Reference 
Architecture Model for Industry 4.0 (RAMI4.0)”; the Industrial 
Value Chain Initiative in Japan has published “Industrial Value 
Chain Reference Architecture (IVRA)”; and the National Intel-
ligent Manufacturing Standard Office in China has issued “The 
General Architecture of Intelligent Manufacturing” [6]. Compar-
ing these system reference architectures can provide a clear rep-
resentation of the basic characteristics of the general architecture 
of intelligent manufacturing. 

4.1  Comparison in the technology dimension

The technology dimension of the general architecture of intel-
ligent manufacturing reflects the changes in intelligent manufac-
turing technology, which are focused on the integration of indus-
trialization and informatization. It demonstrates the scalability of 
different technologies and is very similar to the IIRA. The IIRA 
is a system framework established in specific application areas 
that describes the practices, principles, time, and activities for 
the relevant interest groups [6]. This architecture provides a ba-
sic framework that can be expanded and used as a reference for 
establishing architectures in other fields. The General Architec-
ture of Intelligent Manufacturing is also a general development 
architecture developed from a macroscale perspective. It exhibits 
a wide range of applicability and interoperability across different 
industries.

4.2  Comparison in the value dimension

The value dimension of intelligent manufacturing reflects the 
manufacturing-oriented form of value realization for intelligent 
manufacturing. Both the General Architecture of Intelligent 
Manufacturing and the RAMI4.0 [7] describe the entire life cy-
cle of manufacturing products and their associated value chains. 
The core of the RAMI4.0 is intelligent manufacturing technol-
ogy and intelligent manufacturing modes. The main objective 
here is to coherently link products, equipment, resources, and 
people together to drive data sharing across all segments, there-
by realizing the digitization of the entire life cycle and the entire 

manufacturing process. The General Architecture of Intelligent 
Manufacturing is focused on the digitalization of the entire life 
cycle of the manufacturing value chain. In terms of strategic 
planning and sensitivity to the application of new technologies, 
the General Architecture of Intelligent Manufacturing provides 
a more comprehensive coverage of the paradigms for networked 
and intelligent development. Therefore, it is a more advanced 
architecture with a wider range of adaptabilities. 

4.3  Comparison in the organization dimension 

The organization dimension of intelligent manufacturing re-
flects the expansion of people-oriented intelligent-manufacturing 
organization systems. The organization dimension in the General 
Architecture of Intelligent Manufacturing involves lessons learnt 
from the industrial value chain in Japan [8] and the system ar-
chitecture of intelligent manufacturing in China [9]. There are 
three layers proposed in the organization dimension in the Gen-
eral Architecture of Intelligent Manufacturing: intelligent units, 
intelligent systems, and system of systems. This aims to help 
enterprises build the most basic manufacturing unit, then realize 
intelligent workshops, intelligent factories, and intelligent enter-
prises step-by-step; eventually, intelligent enterprise clusters and 
regional clusters can be formed. These clusters can be further 
expanded to the entire country to benefit from the mutual devel-
opment of large-, medium-, and small-sized enterprises; parallel-
ly promote the digitalization, networking, and intelligentization 
of the manufacturing industry; and ultimately realize the overall 
transformation and upgrading of enterprises in the manufactur-
ing industry.

In general, if the intelligent manufacturing reference architec-
ture models proposed by the United States, Germany, and Japan 
mainly focus on the high-end industries and high-end links in 
manufacturing, then the General Architecture of Intelligent Man-
ufacturing proposed in this study focuses on the overall planning 
for the transformation and upgrading of the entire manufacturing 
industry in China. In particular, this general architecture consid-
ers the unbalanced and inadequate development of the manufac-
turing industries in China and proposes three basic paradigms 
for iterative evolution, including digital manufacturing, smart 
manufacturing, and new-generation intelligent manufacturing. 
It is emphasized in this architecture that the development of 
intelligent manufacturing industries in China must adhere to the 
principle of parallel advancement and integrated development. 
This strategy not only guides the transformation and upgrad-
ing of traditional manufacturing industries but also provides 
far-reaching planning guidance for the future development of 
the manufacturing industry and leading technologies [10]. The 
future development of the manufacturing industry will not only 
require realizing the digitization of products’ life cycles and the 
entire manufacturing process, which can be considered as an In-
ternet of Everything formed via end-to-end networking, but also 
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achieving the intelligent development of the entire manufactur-
ing industry under the guidance of a new generation of artificial 
intelligence technologies.

5  Conclusion

It has been clearly stated in the “China Manufacturing 2025” 
plan that the integration of next-generation information technol-
ogies and the manufacturing industry are the main theme, where-
as promoting intelligent manufacturing is the main direction for 
future development. At this historical intersection of technology 
and industrial change as well as the national economic devel-
opment transformation, it is critical to establish a technological 
route and strategy for the vigorous development of intelligent 
manufacturing in China. Such strategies should follow a dif-
ferent direction from what has been adopted by the developed 
countries of the world to accelerate the transformation of man-
ufacturing intelligence in China and ultimately allow China to 
transform from a manufacturer of quantity to quality products.

With new technologies, ideas, and models that are contin-
uously emerging in the field of intelligent manufacturing, it is 
necessary to summarize and develop a general architecture that 
can guide the government and enterprises to explore new tech-
nologies. By applying these new concepts and models, we can 
better exploit the opportunities at this historical intersection of 
the industrial and technological revolution to achieve an intel-
ligent transformation and an optimization of the manufacturing 
industry in China over a shorter time and with better quality. The 
proposal of the General Architecture of Intelligent Manufactur-
ing is expected to provide a clear technical route for future na-
tional planning and the development of enterprises as well as a 
clear plan for matching the standard of intelligent manufacturing 
in China with other international standards.
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